Marche
Monte Schiavo

Maiolati Spontini - Ancona
Foundation Year: It was born in 1978 as Farmer's Cooperative.It has belonged to Pieralisi
Gruop since 1995.
Property: Pieralisi Family. Andrea Pieralisi is the Managing Director.
Oenologist: Pier Luigi Lorenzetti
Hectares of vineyard: 115 ectars of mixed soils, especially suitable for the production of
excellent wines.
Number of produced bottles: 1.500.000
THE WINERY
Monte Schiavo winery is situated in Maiolati Spontini, near Ancona, in the heart of the
traditional Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi region. All our vineyards grow on the bright,
sundrenched, south south-west slopes of the gentle hilly spurs.
Monte Schiavo was born in 1978 as Monte Schiavo Farmers’ Co-operative. It has belonged
to Pieralisi group since 1995. Pieralisi group has been working in the sector of Industrial
Farm Machines successfully for 50 years.
The Pieralisi family has always fulﬁlled its passion for the land by developing technologies
which have made man’s work easier and more eﬀective. Our passion resulted in the
establishment of a winery with a rigorously short production chain, which is capable of
directly managing the entire production cycle, in line with the most modern standards of
hygiene and quality.
Today Monte Schiavo is a modern and dynamic company which produces a large range of
high quality wines. The total area is 115 hectares. Belonged to Pieralisi group since 1995,
Andrea Pieralisi is the Managing Director, Mr. Davide Orrù is the sales manager while Mr.
Mauro Bambini is the responsible for the cellar. Mr. Pier Luigi Lorenzetti is the enologist.
THE PRODUCTS
In the range of products there are Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Classic DOC Superiore
“Pallio di San Floriano” and Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi
Classic DOC “Coste del Molino”, Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Doc Reserve “Le Giuncare”
which has received the trophy for Best Italian White Wine in the 2003 edition of the
competition.
The range also includes a wide selection of other white, red and sparkling wines: Rosso
Conero DOC “Adeodato”, Rosso Conero DOC “Serenelli”, Lacrima di Morro d’Alba DOC
“Marzaiola”, Marche Rosso IGT “Esio”, Esino Rosso Doc “Pieralisi for friends”, two kind of
sparkling wines and an extra Virgin Olive Oil. Monte Schiavo products are exported all
over the world. Viver is proud to oﬀer Monte Schiavo wines that well represent wines from
Marche.
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